WEBSITES

CNN Political Website
http://www.cnn.com/ALLPOLITICS

Keele Guides to Government and Politics on the Internet
http://www.keele.ac.uk - Collection of links to government and political resources around the world.

Political Resources on the Net
http://www.politicalresources.net - Listings of political sites available on the Internet sorted by country, with links to Parties, Organizations, Governments, Media and more from all around the world.

Political Science Virtual Library
http://spirit.lib.uconn.edu/PoloSci/polisci.htm - Political Science resources that are available on the Internet.

The Roper Center for Public Opinion Research
http://www.repercenter.uconn.edu - Provides access to the world’s largest archive of computerized social and political data.

YEARBOOKS

REF. C122.C67 2000

Compilation of U.S. Department of State, CIA and other official reports on contemporary political and economic conditions, governmental personnel and policies and other characteristics of each nation.

REF. JN1.E85 2000

Provides information on the United Nations, its agencies and other international organizations and political, statistical and directory information about each country of the world.

SELECTED JOURNALS

ONLINE

Comparative Political Studies
Journal of Politics
Social Science Quarterly

PRINT

American Review of Politics
American Journal of Political Science
American Political Science Review
Journal of Political Science
Political Affairs

Southern University and A&M College
167 Roosevelt Steptoe Avenue
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70813-0001
http://www.lib.subr.edu
225/771-2875
### SELECTED RESOURCES

#### Political Science

**ALMANACS**

**REF. JK1012.A44 1998**  
Information about national and state politics.

**DATABASES**

- **Ethnic Newswatch Index to Black Periodicals**  
  A full-text collection of articles from magazines and journals of the ethnic, minority and native press.

- **Index to Black Periodicals**  
  A full-text index that draws its current content from more than 150 international scholarly and popular periodicals in Black Studies.

- **PAIS International**  
  Journal articles; books; government documents; statistical compilations; committee reports; directories; serials; reports of public, intergovernmental, and private organizations; and most other forms of printed literature from all over the world are indexed.

- **Social Science Abstracts**  
  Contains journals on social work and human services, with an emphasis on social work professionals, theory and practice, service, and social problems.

- **Worldcat (the OCLC online union catalog)**  
  Provides citations to more than 44 million books, videos, sound recordings, maps, scores, manuscripts, archives, and more representing 400 languages.

**ENCYCLOPEDIAS**

**REF. JF2011.W67 1987**  
The study of world politics. This encyclopedia describes the elements of the political systems of 170 sovereign nations and eight dependent territories.

**HANDBOOKS/MANUALS**

**REF. JA61.R63 1985**  
A succinct and concise treatment of alphabetically arranged terminology used in political propaganda, public policy, and other aspects of modern politics.

**REF. JA61.B57 1987**  
A guide to the major ideas and doctrines that influence the contemporary world; outlines the thoughts of leading political theorists, past and present.

**DICTIONARIES**

**REF. JA61.C665 1996**  
This dictionary aims to cover the concepts, people, and institutions most commonly referred to in academics and scholarly writings about politics.

**REF. JK9.S42 1988**  
Tool for those who seek information on American, National, State or local government and politics.

**REF. JK9.W7**  
Provides a readable and useful source book on American politics.

**REF. JA66.N49 1996**  
Provides comprehensive coverage of all recent development in this discipline.

**REF. JA74.5.H347**  
Selected topics with an interdisciplinary focus. Provides professional social scientists with information in the political behavior area.

**REF. JF37.P6**  
Treats the independent governments of the world by listing the chief government officials, party programs and leaders, political events and press.

**VIDEOS**

**MEDIA: KF4550.C5 1989**  
The Constitution

**MEDIA: JA84.U5L5**  
Liberalism/Conservatism

**MEDIA: JK271.P75**  
Principles of Political Science & American Government